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Abstract
The Bonacich centrality is a well-knownmeasure of the relative importance of nodes in a network, which has found
applications in many fields as in social networks, opinion dynamics models and production networks among firms.
For example, this notion is at the core of Google’s PageRank algorithm where webpages that are sorted and pre-
sented according to their centrality ranking by the engine; in this context it is reasonable to assume that each
webpage wants to increase its centrality ranking in order to increase its external visibility.
Obviously, each webpage can modify just its hyperlinks towards other webpages. Having this in mind, in this talk
we present a network formation game when each node in a network decides how to rewire its out-links in order to
maximize its Bonacich centrality. More precisely, we consider a game in which each player corresponds to a node
in the network to be formed and can decide where to place his m out-links, having his own centrality as utility
function. We assume that the number m of out-links available for each node is fixed. We study the Nash equilibria
and the best response dynamics of this game and we provide a complete classification of the set of Nash equili-
bria when m = 1, 2. Our analysis shows that the centrality maximization performed by each node tends to create
disconnected or loosely connected networks, namely 2-cliques for m=1 and rings or a special “Butterfly”-shaped
graph when m = 2. Our results build on the proof of the locality property of the best response function in such
game.
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